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ABSTRACT 
 
This study investigates the impact of focus on the 
alignment of iconic gestures with prosody in 
spontaneous German speech. Generally, co-speech 
gestures synchronize with prosodic prominence [1]. 
From the SaGA Corpus [2], gesture types, iconic 
gesture apexes, and pitch accent types were extracted 
in focus and non-focus contexts. Results show that 
focused constituents were always marked with a pitch 
accent, and a minority were additionally accompanied 
by an iconic gesture. In 35% of unfocused 
constituents, no pitch accent was realized. Yet, the 
majority of unaccented constituents on non-focus 
constituents were accompanied by an iconic gesture. 
Regarding temporal synchronization, focus 
synchronizes the gestures more closely to the pitch 
accent than in non-focused constituents. This result 
points to the fact that a pragmatic function of 
highlighting seems to be added to iconic gestures to 
their otherwise ascribed dimension of expressing a 
semantic relation to speech concepts. 
 
Keywords: Iconic co-speech gestures, prosody, 
focus, gesture-speech synchronization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This study investigates the impact of focus on the 
alignment of iconic co-speech gestures with prosody 
in spontaneous German speech. Co-speech gestures 
are assumed to accompany speech in a systematic 
way [e.g. 1, 3]. Related to prosody, a phonological 
synchrony rule between prosodic prominence and co-
speech gestures has been claimed [1]: In general, it is 
assumed that a gesture coincides with a pitch accent, 
more specifically, the stroke of a gesture ends with 
the pitch accent at the latest. Basically, four different 
gesture types have been classified as iconic, deictic, 
metaphoric, and beat [1], the latter one being referred 
to as non-referential whereas the other three types are 
referential [4]. Since these types have different 
functions, the question arises whether all gesture 
types behave similar concerning the synchrony 
between prosodic prominence and gestures given (i) 
that different gesture types are assumed to be panned 
at distinct planning stages, e.g. [5]. 

For this study, we are concerned with iconic 
gestures, which show a semantic connection to 
speech in that they visually express the meaning of 
the co-occurring speech [1, 6]. See Figure 1 for an 
example of an iconic gesture where the speaker 
signals the shape of a pillar using his thumb and 
remaining fingers forming a cylinder. In what way the 
semantic function of iconic gestures interacts with 
prosodic prominence evoked by focus is the concern 
of the present study. To answer this, we conducted a 
corpus study on spontaneous German speech [2]. 

 
Figure 1: Example of an iconic gesture from the SaGA 
corpus [2]. The speaker utters the word Säule ‘pillar’, 
while imitating the shape of a pillar with his hands. 

2. BACKGROUND  

2.1. Information structure 

We base our study on the information structure 
category focus, which according to [7, p. 247] 
“indicates the presence of alternatives that are 
relevant for the interpretation of linguistic 
expressions.” The non-focus part of an utterance is 
the labelled as background [8]. Languages use 
different linguistic means such as phonology, syntax, 
morphology or a combination thereof to express focus 
[9]. Stress-based languages such as Germanic 
languages use prosodic means, i.e. pitch accentuation 
to mark focus [10]. Hence, accentuation achieves the 
goal of making a focus more prominent than 
background information. Different types of focus are 
distinguished: Information focus is best illustrated in 
a question-answer pair where the answer identifies 
one of the alternatives being asked for. A contrastive 
focus usually includes a focus alternative, which was 
proposed in the immediately preceding context.  

2.2. Prosody 

In prosody, a distinction between prosodic domains 
according to the prosodic hierarchy [11, 12] and 
prosodic categories such as pitch accents, phrase and 
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boundary tones [13] is made, which we label using 
the GToBI system [14]. Pitch accents are usually the 
head of their prosodic domain [15] and have a 
highlighting function [13]. In German intonation, a 
number of different pitch accent types are assumed 
[14], and the pitch accent types bear different inherent 
prosodic prominence. According to [16], the pitch 
accents are organized on a prominence scale with 
rising or high pitch accents being more prominent 
than low ones. 

2.3. Co-speech Gestures 

Co-speech gestures are “visible bodily actions” 
accompanying speech [3]. Here, we concentrate on 
hand gestures. A widely used classification system of 
such gestures distinguishes four main types: iconic 
(Figure 1), metaphoric, deictic, and beat gestures [1]. 
A recent proposal groups the first three as referential 
gestures as opposed to non-referential ones, being 
assigned values in multiple dimensions [17]). We are 
interested in iconic gestures as they visually support 
and mirror the expressed semantic content of speech 
[1, 6 for an overview]. They thus allow for the 
transmission of additional or redundant information 
to the speech they accompany [6].  

A gesture usually consists of multiple 
hierarchically ordered components [18]. Generally, 
the stroke of a gesture is assumed to align with 
syllables [1, 3] or pitch accents [17, 19–21]. Within 
the stroke, the apex of a gesture represents the 
gestural peak, which can be conceived of as the 
temporal point of no velocity, or the change of 
direction in the gesture’s movement [4, 17]. Gestural 
strokes are integrated within a gesture phase, which 
in turn is integrated into a gesture phrase.  

2.4. Prosody–Gesture–Link  

According to [1], gestures and speech are two 
modalities of the same framework. For the integration 
of the two, he claimed three synchrony rules 
(pragmatic, semantic and phonological). For the latter 
one, he states that “the stroke of the gesture precedes 
or ends at, but does not follow, the phonological peak 
syllable of speech” [1, p. 26]. Later empirical work 
on the temporal synchronization of gestures and 
speech has shown that gestures and accents tend to 
occur near each other [19, 21]. The synchronization 
was observed for the level of the stroke and pitch 
accent [1], but also larger constituents such as gesture 
phrases and phonological phrases [21]. Recently, 
more empirical evidence has shown that information 
structure affects the synchronization [17, 22]. A 
referent carrying new information facilitates the 
occurrence of gestures. 

2.5. Research question and hypothesis 

The proposal of synchrony rules of gesture-speech 
integration [1] covers all gestures types. Focusing on 
iconic gestures, we are interested in their 
synchronization patterns with respect to prominence, 
i.e. focus. Given their function of mirroring the 
expressed semantic content of speech, the question 
arises if iconic gestures appear in focus and in 
particular, whether iconic gestures align closely with 
pitch accents in prominent position (focus). 

Given the assumption that gestures can operate in 
multiple dimensions [23], we hypothesize that iconic 
gestures mark prominence in addition to their 
semantic contribution to speech and thus show 
sensitivity to pragmatic prominence, contemplating 
that iconic gestures occur more frequently and align 
more precisely with prosody in prominent positions. 

3. CORPUS STUDY 

3.1. Information on the corpus 

The Bielefeld Speech and Gesture Alignment (SaGA) 
corpus [2] is an audio-visual corpus containing 
German spontaneous speech conversations. The 
setting is based on a virtual reality (VR) town where 
participants were taken on a bus ride. The task was to 
inform an interlocutor about the route and certain 
landmarks (direction-giving task). In total, the data 
used from the corpus consists of 204 minutes of 
speech distributed over 18 dialogues. The corpus 
contained gesture type annotation according to [2].  

3.2. Annotation and measurements 

The corpus was further annotated for gesture apexes 
according to the M3D guidelines [4] using ELAN, for 
pitch accent types according to GToBI [14] using 
Praat [24], and for two levels of information structure 
(information status given, accessible, new; focus-
background) [8]. Different types of focus (narrow 
information, contrastive focus) were collapsed for the 
analysis since prosodically, there were no significant 
differences in the prosodic realisation between focus 
types [e.g., 25].  

From the corpus, pitch accent types (n = 4394), 
gesture occurrences (apex of non-referential and 
iconic gestures, n = 2402) and information structure 
levels (focus, n = 2773; background, n = 2251) were 
extracted. The present analysis focuses on iconic 
gestures (n = 1627). For the synchrony measure, the 
distance between the pitch accent and the iconic 
gesture’s apex was calculated. Thus, each apex-
accent pair was listed on a histogram according to 
their distance (in groups of one frame of 33ms length) 
The midpoint 0 ms means that apex and accent occur 
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at the same time. Positive values were assigned to the 
pairs in which the apex occurs before the accent, 
negative values when the accent occurs before the 
apex. Distances of more than 3000 ms were collapsed 
in a category 3000+. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Distribution of Pitch accents and Gestures 

The distribution of pitch accents and iconic gestures 
split by focus is shown in Figure 2a. All focused 
referents (right bar) carry a pitch accent. 
Approximately 25% of the focused referents are 
additionally accompanied by an iconic gesture (red). 
Note that additionally about 10% are accompanied by 
non-referential gestures [26]. In the non-focus 
condition (background, left bar), approximately 63% 
of referents carry a pitch accent. From those, about 
10% are additionally accompanied by iconic gestures 
(red). Approximately 30% of referents in non-focus 
carry no pitch accent but an iconic gesture (blue). For 
completeness, further 25% of non-focus constituents 
are accompanied by non-referential gestures (25% of 
these with an accent, 75% with no pitch accent) [26].  

   
Figure 2: Distribution of pitch accents and iconic gestures 

split by focus (a); distribution of pitch accent types split 
by focus on iconic gestures (b). 

4.2. Iconic gestures: Focus and Pitch accents 

Zooming into the accent distribution on iconic 
gestures split by focus in Figure 2b (red and blue parts 
in Figure 2a): An iconic gesture in focus (right bar) 
occurs with all different pitch accent types of 
German. Note that we do not differentiate between 
focus types, and that hence the plot does not display 
the tendency for more prominent pitch accents to 
occur in contrastive focus [e.g., 27] than information 
focus. However, we observe a majority of accents 
containing a high accentual tone H*, well in line with 
studies on prosodic focus in German, e.g., [27]. 
Roughly, the H* part appears to be related to convey 
the meaning of adding new information to the 
common ground, e.g., [28]. 

In the non-focus condition (left bar), there is a 
large number of iconic gestures on unaccented 
referents (red; 75%). The remaining distribution of 

pitch accents is impressionistically equivalent to 
distribution in focus, just in a squeezed range. From 
the comparison of focus and non-focus, it can be seen 
that focus, unsurprisingly, requires prosodic 
prominence (presence of a pitch accent).  

4.3 Temporal alignment 

Figure 3 presents the distribution of temporal 
alignment of iconic gesture apexes with pitch accents 
in focus. It can be seen that there is a clear 
agglomeration of apex-accent alignment around zero 
with a standard deviation (SD) of 267ms. Zero 
represents the exact congruence of the pitch accent 
and the gesture apex. The mean of alignment of 41ms 
is behind zero. 91.3% of the focused pairs (n=486) 
were produced within a distance of -500 to 500ms 
between the two targets. 53% of accents followed the 
apex. 

 
Figure 3: Distribution of the apex-accent distance on 

focus. - : accent precedes apex; + : accent follows apex. 
 

 
Figure 4: Distribution of the apex-accent distance on non-

focus. - : accent precedes apex; + : accent follows apex. 

Figure 4 displays the distribution of temporal 
alignment of iconic gesture apexes with pitch accents 
in non-focus. The distribution is spread over the full 
time span, though cumulating around zero. This large 
deviation of apex-accent alignment amounts in a 
standard deviation of 416ms. The mean of alignment 
appears before zero, though with -9ms very close to 
the midpoint. Overall, comparing with the 
distribution in focus, the apex-accent alignment in 
non-focus is less precise than in focus. Only 44.7% of 
the focused pairs (n=490) were produced within a 

a b 
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distance of -500 to 500ms between the two targets. 
49.1% of accents followed the apex. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The general question of this study was to explore 
whether and how iconic gestures interact with 
prosodic prominence, that is whether a pragmatic 
effect due to focus might be added to the otherwise 
semantic function of iconic gestures. Starting from a 
general gesture-prosody link that co-speech gestures 
are synchronized with prominent syllables or pitch 
accents [1], we observe that iconic gestures occur in 
prominent contexts, i.e. in focus (about 25%), but 
more often in less prominent background contexts 
(about 40%). If occurring in prominent contexts, 
iconic gestures always co-occur with pitch accents. In 
non-focus contexts, the majority of iconic gestures 
occurs on unaccented elements.  

In general, the distribution of iconic gestures in 
relation to pitch accentuation in focus and non-focus 
is very similar to that of non-referential gestures [26]. 
This may point to the fact that focus itself does not 
impose a preference for a particular type of gesture. 
Of course, this has to be shown for other gesture types 
like metaphoric and deictic gestures. Nevertheless, 
our results point to a similar behaviour of the different 
gesture types, which seems comparable to the 
multimodal marking of information status of 
discourse referents in English [17].  

Looking at the distribution of iconic gestures 
occurring on different pitch accent types, we can 
observe that although the majority of iconic gestures 
occurs on unaccented elements in non-focus contexts, 
the distribution of different pitch accent types 
accompanied by iconic gestures is otherwise similar 
in focus and non-focus contexts. Due to the high 
number of unaccented material, the distribution is 
squeezed in a smaller range than in focus. Also in this 
aspect, we observe a similar behaviour of iconic and 
non-referential gestures [see 26]. 

The core question of this study was whether the 
temporal synchronization between iconic gestures 
and pitch accents is affected by focus. Our results 
point to a clear difference between focus and non-
focus contexts. In focus, iconic gestures are 
synchronized very tightly with the pitch accent and 
show less temporal deviation than in non-focus. This 
effects seem to pattern with a general effect of 
hyperarticulation in speech [29]. Hence, focus clearly 
constitutes one of the factors that impacts on the 
variation in speech along the hypo- and 
hyperarticulation continuum. In addition, focus more 
generally affects the multimodal dimension of speech 
in that both the speech signal and the occurring co-
speech gesture together undergo hyperarticulation. 

A further conclusion concerns the function of 
iconic gestures. While iconic gestures are known to 
express semantic meaning, they also mark 
prominence. Iconic gestures occur on focused 
referents to a considerable amount. And these 
gestures are tightly synchronized with pitch accents. 
This tight synchrony in focus seems to add a 
pragmatic function of highlighting to the semantic 
meaning of iconic gestures. A co-speech gesture can 
hence express two functions at the same time. Given 
an identical form of iconic gesture, it visually 
supports the expressed semantic content of speech [1, 
6], and, at the same time, it expresses a discourse 
function of highlighting information [7–9]. Our 
findings support the M3D proposal of multiple 
dimensions to a gesture [4, 17]. There, the idea that a 
gesture can be labelled at different layers, i.e. form, 
semantic function and pragmatic function was 
proposed. Our data show a clear case of support of 
this differentiation of gestural layers, especially 
taking into account the similar patterns of iconic and 
non-referential gestures regarding structural marking. 

Future research has to show whether co-speech 
gestures show a use of a larger space or kinematic 
movements when expressing two functions at the 
same time, or whether focus would induce this effect 
both in discourse structuring non-referential gestures 
and in referential gestures that express both semantic 
and pragmatic meaning. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This study was concerned with the interaction 
between iconic gestures and prominence. Results 
show, not surprisingly, that focus requires prosodic 
marking. In addition, a quarter of those cases were 
accompanied by iconic gestures. Comparing the 
synchronization of iconic gestures in focus and non-
focus contexts, our results show tighter alignment in 
focus than in non-focus. This points to two facts. 
First, focus goes hand in hand with more articulatory 
effort in speech [29] and prosody [see e.g. 30]. Our 
results on a closer temporal synchronization of iconic 
gestures with pitch accent under focus can hence be 
considered an instance of gestural hyperarticulation. 
Second, a pragmatic function of highlighting seems 
to be added to iconic gestures to their otherwise 
ascribed dimension of expressing a semantic relation 
to speech concepts. 
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